Predictors of Women’s Exercise Behavior Based on Developed Theory of Planned Behavior with Action and Coping Planning
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Abstract

Aim: Level of physical activity as key determinant of healthy lifestyle is less than what is required in individuals particularly women. Applying theories of behavioral change about complex behaviors such as physical activity leads to identify effective factors and their relations. The aim of this study was to determine predictors of exercise behavior based on developed Theory of Planned Behavior with planning constructs in military personnel’s wives.

Methods: We performed this cross-sectional study on 150 military personnel's spouses residing in organizational houses, in Tehran, Iran in 2013. The participants were randomly selected with multi-stage cluster sampling. The validity and reliability of developed scale were evaluated before conducting the path analysis. Data were analyzed using SPSS.16 and LISREL8.8.

Finding: The developed model predicted 48, 11, 12 and 35 percent of the variance in intention, action planning, coping planning and behavior, respectively. Subjective norms (Beta=0.35, p<0.01) and perceived behavioral control (Beta=0.28, p<0.01) were the predictors of intention. Determinants of behavior included action planning (Beta=0.40, p<0.01), coping planning (Beta=0.39, p<0.01), intention (Beta=0.23, p<0.01) and subjective norms (Beta=0.08, p<0.01). Instrumental and affective attitude had no significant path coefficient to dependent variables. The path of perceived behavioral control to behavior was non-significant. The developed theory fitted to data better than the original theory.

Conclusion: This research demonstrated relative weights and relationships of Theory of Planned Behavior constructs with action and coping planning in physical activity behavior of military staffs’ spouses. It is essential to consider these effective factors in designing of health education programs.
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Introduction

Physical inactivity is a major contributor to non-communicable diseases, such as heart disease, diabetes and cancer [1]. Inactivity rises with age, is higher in women than men [2]. The Eastern Mediterranean Region has one of the highest rates of physically inactive people in the world. One in three men and one in two women do not follow the minimum recommended levels for physical activity [1]. Report of the health ministry and medical education indicates above 60 percent of Iranian housewives are sedentary [3]. Health indicators of Iran shows that only 27 percent of 35-44 years old women are physically active at least 10 minutes in leisure time in Tehran [4]. Also, research priorities of a medical sciences university points to low level of activity in military staffs’ spouses in Tehran.

Given the complexity of exercise behavior, it is necessary to use behavior change theories and models to identify the main factors influencing the behavior and relationships between them and key elements of interventions [5]. The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [6] is one of the leading theories applied to predict a range of health behaviors, such as physical activity [7, 8]. TPB theorizes that behavioral intention (a conscious motivation to act) is the primary determinant of any given behavior that is influenced by attitudes toward the behavior (positive and/or negative evaluations of performance), subjective norms (perceptions of social norms to act) and perceived behavioral control (perceptions of controllability and ease of performance) [9]. TPB has been found to typically explain 41-46% of the variance in physical activity intentions and 24-36% of the variance in behavior [10]. However the TPB suggests that a positive intention is enough for exercise behavior to happen, recent summary evidence has showed that intentional control of (physical activity) behavior is more limited than supposed in the TPB [10-12]. Physical activity intentions can't explain more than half of the variance in behavior [10, 13]. This discrepancy between intention and behavior is referred to as “the intention-behavior gap” [12]. Ahmadi et al. study indicated that educational Intervention based on TPB, despite a significant increase in the intention score, had no effect on physical activity behavior [14]. This may be due to failure to translate intention into behavior. Applying post-intentional factors can bridge this gap and result in better physical activity interventions [9]. Abroad of Iran, Previous studies have found that Planning is one of the important post intentional factors in health behaviors [15, 16] (for example physical activity [17, 18] that can bridge between intention and behavior. Planning can be subdivided into two aspects: action planning
and coping planning [19]. Action planning is an extension of an intention formation including specific situation parameters and a sequence of action [20]. People are more likely to translate their good intentions into physical activity when they plan when, where, and how to perform the desired physical activity [21, 22]. Coping planning is the anticipation of barriers and generation of strategies to overcome them [23]. People imagine scenarios that hinder them in performing their intended behavior, and they develop one or more plans to cope with such a challenging situation. Previous research suggests that action planning and coping planning have a synergistic effect on physical activity [24]. To our best knowledge, there was no study about predictors of physical activity behavior based on TPB along with planning in Iran. Also no researcher has investigated whether extended TPB model with planning can explain more of the behavior variance or not. On the other hand, no (theory- based) survey had performed as respects physical activity behavior in military personnel’s spouses in Iran. Health and health behavior of these women are key determinants of military families’ health (similar to other families in the society). Also occupational success of military staff and important role to ensure country security depends on their living in healthy families [25]. Accordingly, current research was carried out to some reasons; a: prevalence of inactivity in Iranian women such as military staff's wives; b: effective role of developed TPB with planning to promote and maintain of physical activity behavior; c: lack of research in examining of exercise behavior and its determinants in aforesaid target group. The purpose of this study was to identify predictors of exercise behavior based on extended TPB with action and coping planning in military personnel’s wives in Tehran.

Methods

We implemented a cross-sectional study utilizing the path analysis in 150 military personnel’s spouses residing in organizational towns, in Tehran, Iran in 2013. Path analysis is a straightforward extension of multiple regression. Its aim is to provide estimates of the magnitude and significance of hypothesized causal connections between sets of variables [26]. Nunnally and Bernstein [27] in the regression discussion mentioned for each predictor, at least 10 participants are required in order to hope to have a stable predictive equation. We selected participants with randomly multi-stage cluster sampling. In this method, we assigned randomly two organizational towns among list of organizational towns in Tehran. Then we allocated randomly a number of the buildings (consisted of several houses) amongst these
organizational towns. Finally, a number of the houses were randomly chosen in selective buildings. The inclusion criteria were: aged between 18 - 64 years old, being literate, wish to participate, not currently being investigated by other researchers, no history of chronic conditions, mental and disabling disorders. The exclusion criteria included to have medical contraindications for exercising. Data were collected by health education researchers.

In order to constructing the developed TPB scale, we generated an item pool extracted from the TPB, action and coping planning literature [9, 28-32] especially Ghazanfari et al. study [33]. As well as, Ajzen [34] and Francis et al. manual [35] were used in making of questionnaire. Banville et al. [36] method was employed to cross culturally translate of this scale. Two independent bilingual health researchers translated the original version to Persian. Both translators were asked to aim for conceptual rather than literal translation. Blind to the original version, the other two bilingual health researchers translated Persian version to English. Eventually, an expert team comprising the translators, the researchers and one specialist in psychometrics reviewed all the translation and cultural adaptation processes. Agreement in terms of semantic, idiomatic and conceptual equivalence was reached and a final version of the questionnaire was provided [37].

The psychometric evaluation of developed TPB scale in two separate samples of target women was explained in detail in the other paper. therefore current paper briefly presented methods and results of aforesaid study in order to inform readers.

An expert panel of 10 specialists evaluated grammar, wording, item allocation and scaling of the developed TPB questionnaire (qualitative method). In the quantitative phase, we calculated two indicators: the content validity index (CVI) and the content validity ratio (CVR). CVI assesses the relevancy, simplicity and clarity of an item to the content represented in an instrument [38, 39]. CVI was calculated as the proportion of items that received a rating of 3 or 4 by the experts [40]. Polite and Beck recommended 0.80 for the acceptable lower limit for CVI value [41]. CVR examines the essentiality of an item in an instrument. For calculating this index the experts rate each item as essential, useful but not essential, or not essential [42]. Face validity was evaluated by qualitative and quantitative methods: In the qualitative stage, 10 women (of target group) were asked to evaluate the scale and indicate if they felt difficulty, Irrelevancy or ambiguity in responding to the questionnaire. In the quantitative phase, we calculated the impact score (frequency × importance) to indicate the percentage of women who identified the item...
was important or quite important. Those items associated with an impact score equal or greater than 1.5 were considered appropriate [43]. We used internal consistency and test–retest reliability methods to assess the reliability of scale. The internal consistency with the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was examined in 30 women. The alpha values of 0.70 or above were considered satisfactory [44]. We estimated the stability (test–retest reliability) of the developed instrument by intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [45]. Women (n=30) completed the questionnaire twice with a 2-week interval. We specified the construct validity of this scale by administering exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). We accomplished EFA utilizing the principal component analysis (PCA) and varimax rotation. To determine the best structure, the eigenvalue greater than one and factor loading equal to or greater than 0.4 were applied [46]. We conducted CFA by means of maximum likelihood estimation. The extended questionnaire included affective attitude (refers to emotions drives engendered by the prospect of performing a behavior) [47], instrumental attitude (which refers to a more cognitive consideration of the extent to which performing a behavior would be advantageous) [47], subjective norms, perceived behavioral control, intention, action planning, coping planning and behavior. Each structure comprised of three items with five-point Likert responses.

In the path analysis stage, we assessed the developed model’s fit applying many fit indices; chi square ($\chi^2$) should be non-significant to indicate a good fit [48]. $\chi^2/df < 3$ [49], Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) $\leq .06$, Root Mean Square Residual (RMSR) $\leq .08$ [48] and Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI), Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) and Incremental Fit Index (IFI) $\geq .90$ [49] show a good fit. The Ethics Committee of Tarbiat Modares University approved this study. All participants gave their permission by signing an informed consent form. We analyzed the data through SPSS16 and LISREL8.8 by utilizing the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, intraclass correlation coefficient, principal component analysis with varimax rotation, maximum likelihood estimation, covariance matrix, correlation matrix and standardized regression coefficients ($\beta$).

**Results**

The results of psychometric assessment of the developed TPB scale were satisfactory. CVI, CVR, impact score, alpha Cronbach and ICC for the questionnaire were 0.86, 0.83, 4.64, 0.90 and 0.77, respectively. An eight-factor...
solution emerged as a result of an EFA and explained 76.33 percent of the variance observed. CFA results confirmed the exploratory eight factor structure ($\chi^2=378.68$, df=239, $\chi^2$/df=1.58, CFI=0.92, RMSEA=0.06). A total of 150 women (age mean=31.18±5.33) participated in the path analysis study. 51.3 percent of women had academic education and 82 percent were housekeeper. 96 percent of these women were inactive or less active. Demographic characteristics and physical activity rate and level of the participants are shown in Table 1. The findings indicated the expanded TPB explained 48, 11, 12 and 35 percent of variance in the intention, action planning, coping planning and behavior, in the order given (figure 1). The original TPB accounted for 48 and 13 percent of the intention and behavior variance (figure 2). Subjective norms ($\beta=0.35$) and perceived behavioral control ($\beta=0.28$) were the significant predictors of intention (P<0.01). Action planning ($\beta=0.40$), coping planning ($\beta=0.39$), intention ($\beta=0.23$) and subjective norms ($\beta=0.08$) were the determinants of physical activity behavior (P<0.01). Instrumental and affective attitude had no significant path to dependent variables. The path of perceived behavioral control to behavior was non-significant (Table 2). Fit indices displayed that the developed TPB fitted to data better than the original theory (Table 3).

Table 1 Demographic characteristics and physical activity rate/ level of the participants (organizational towns, 2013, n=150)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean± SD</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>31.18 ± 5.33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>2.30 ± 0.73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of family members</td>
<td>4.32 ± 0.74</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day (s) per week</td>
<td>0.96 ±1.15</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes per week</td>
<td>28.80 ±3.47</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary/ College</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73 (48.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>77 (51.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education of husband</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary/ College</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>105 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>123 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive (0 Minutes per week)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less active (&lt;150 Minutes per week)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>84 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active (≥150 Minutes per week)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 Path diagram of the developed TPB; * P<0.01

Figure 2 Path diagram of the TPB; * P<0.01


Table 2 Direct, indirect and total effects of developed TPB structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Direct Effects</th>
<th>Indirect Effects</th>
<th>Total Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Attitude</td>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Attitude</td>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>0.35*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.35*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Behavioral Control</td>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Attitude</td>
<td>Action Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Attitude</td>
<td>Action Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
<td>Action Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Behavioral Control</td>
<td>Action Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>Coping Planning</td>
<td>0.33*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.33*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Attitude</td>
<td>Coping Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Attitude</td>
<td>Coping Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
<td>Coping Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Behavioral Control</td>
<td>Coping Planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>0.35*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.35*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Attitude</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Attitude</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Behavioral Control</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Intention</td>
<td>Action Planning</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.27*</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Planning</td>
<td>0.40*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.40*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping Planning</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P<0.01

Table 3 Fit indices of TPB and developed TPB models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit index</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>( \chi^2 / df )</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TPB</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developed TPB</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P>0.05
Discussion & Conclusion

This survey was the first to ascertain the predictors of women’s exercise behavior based on developed TPB with action and coping planning in Iran. It was also the first research to evaluate physical activity behavior and its determinants in military personnel’s wives. It is of great importance to recognize the relevant and effective factors on physical activity of different groups for administering the efficient educational interventions [50]. Despite the lack of early access to exercise behavior statistics of military staff's spouses, this investigation demonstrated that only four percent of these women were adequately active. Therefore it was required to examine the physical activity behavior in this target group. The extended TPB scale was confirmed in term of content, face, construct validity and reliability. The path analysis findings demonstrated the TPB variables explained 48 and 13 percent of the variance in exercise intention and behavior. Whereas the developed model with planning predicted an additional 23% of variance in behavior. Also Scholz et al. study showed Inclusion of the two planning factors accounted for substantially more behaviour variance than intention alone did (22). De Bruin et al. survey in Netherland displayed that self-regulatory processes explained an additional 11 percent of variance of intensive exercise behavior in working age people [51]. In fact, planning as a self regulatory strategy is important to predict of intentional behaviors such as physical activity [52]. Subjective norms and perceived behavioral control (PBC) predicted significantly intention. Blue [53], Omondi et al. [54] and Didarloo et al. [55] studies on diabetic patients revealed that subjective norms as an important determinant of exercise intention. However, some researchers noted subjective norms as a weak predictor of intention than attitude and perceived behavioral control [56, 57]. As regards PBC in the original TPB, similarly Hosseini et al. found it was positively related with exercise intention and behavior in female students [58]. Although PBC had no significant path to behavior in the developed model in present study. Perhaps to entry of planning variables in the TPB resulted to translate intention to behavior and there was no need for PBC. In contrast to this result, PBC had no significant effect to exercise intention of diabetic women in Ghazanfari [59] research whereas it was directly predicted behavior. Perhaps because of applying no constructs of planning in the patients, PBC could influence on the exercise behavior. Also Estabrooks and Carron [60] concluded control beliefs were good predictors of exercise attendance in the elderly.
In current research, intention explained no variance of behavior in the original TPB. These findings compatible with Prapavessis et al. [61] study on cardiac patient's exercise. In the developed TPB, Intention was the most powerful predictor of action and coping planning. Intention predicted indirectly behavior via planning. In other word, planning constructs mediated intention-behavior relation. Action planning, coping planning, intention and subjective norms predicted behavior, respectively. These findings were consist with the pakpour [62] results. Thus, planning could bridge intention- behavior gap in current path analysis. Similarly, Conner et al. suggested action planning mediates intention–exercise behavior relationships in students, particularly when exercise intentions are strong [63].

Instrumental and affective attitude had no significant path to intention and behavior. However, these structures correlated significantly to subjective norms and PBC. This result was supported by Prapavessis et al. [61] research. But Hagger et al. mentioned attitude was the strongest predictors of intention in the most studies based on Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and TPB as to physical activity behavior [64]. Perhaps perceived social pressure and sense of control over behavior in the subjects played much more role than attitude in current research. For example, Biddle and Nigg reported PBC and subjective norms are more important than attitude as age rises [65].

Generally, some different results of this research with other studies may be related to assess different health behaviors in individuals with diverse socio-cultural characteristics. As Fishbein and Ajzen suggested it is possible to be various relative weights of subjective norms, attitudes and PBC to predict intention and behavior in different communities and people [66].

In all, we evaluated affecting factors to physical activity behavior and their relationships according to the TPB and planning constructs in the present study. Planning can bridge exercise intention-behavior gap in investigations based on the TPB. These efficient determinants of physical activity based on developed TPB should be considered to design health education interventions.

Ultimately, it should be noted that the study of military personnel’s wives who resided in organizational town in Tehran may limit generalization of the findings to the entire military personnel’s wives in Iran. Therefore, the results of this study have to be interpreted with some caution. Further studies are now needed with regard to larger samples,
including military staff’s wives in the other areas. Also it is suggested to evaluate effect of an educational intervention based on extended TPB with planning in this target group by applying findings of present study.
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